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Our history

Brenda, our founder, identified several 
areas in need of improvement where little 
product development had taken place for 
many years. This was especially true, when 
it came to addressing comfort and dignity 
issues of the vulnerable.

Innovation
Combining her 20 years of experience in 
textile design and her close working 
relationship with the care profession, 
Brenda developed a range of easy to-use, 
adaptive clothing for the elderly together 
with other helpful products addressing the 
issues of dementia, pressure care, 
positioning, continence care and their inter-
relation.

Who are we?
We are a leading provider of award-winning 
specialist products, specifically designed to 
help people with differing care needs. This 
includes adaptive clothing and practical 
products for those with physical support 
needs.

Our areas of care: 

Dementia (wandering, aggression, 
depression, inappropriate undressing).
Frailness.
Loss of independence, dexterity and 
mobility.
Loneliness and boredom.
Incontinence.
Skin sensitivity (sores, ulcers).
Positioning and pressure relief.
Palliative care.
Special needs and learning difficulties.

Our prime objectives of care: 

Comfort and dignity of the individual.
Ease of use and time saving for the 
carer. 
Cost savings for the care provider.

“It is said a society is judged by how it treats its elderly, disabled and 
disadvantaged. The quality of life of the elderly and the protection of 
their dignity is becoming a significant public issue whether it relates to 
medical treatment, pension provision, inheritance and equity release, 
age discrimination, personal care or the protection of human rights.” 
Quote from Brenda Currill, the founder of Medoris Care.

A Medoris is Care has grown and 
evolved, so too has the wide range of 
products and innovations we offer. We are 
proud to say that our quest for providing 
professional specialist care aids still 
continues today.
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NIGHT WEAR
LADIES WEAR

Open back night wear gown

This completely open back nightgown offers minimal intrusion by the carer, 
especially for those bedbound or sleeping. The generous fabric allows the 
wearer to be dressed and undressed with dignity and without having to raise 
their arms. It also has quick-release shoulder poppers to help toileting, medical 
treatments and personal care. What’s more, the cotton interlock fabric is suitable 
for those with skin sensitivity.

M080 :  Completely Open Back Night Gown

Aqua, Blue,
Lemon, Pink 

Colours :

Petite, S/M, L/XL
Sizes :

Pink, Blue
White with Pink Trim
White with Blue Trim
White with Aqua Trim 

Petite, S/M, L/XL
Sizes :

Colours :M001 :  Open Back Night Gown  Terry Cotton
This nightgown has a generous double flap-over back 
which provides excellent coverage, absorbency and 
minimal disturbance. Well-placed poppers help with blood 
pressure monitoring and taking blood samples, as well as 
with toileting, hygiene and personal care.

M140 : AllinOne Pyjamas with Long Sleeves
Made with 100% pure cotton interlock fabric, this comfy top and bottom set is 
joined to make one garment and fastens at the back. The long 28" (71cm) zip 
with a tab and popper at the top make it easy for carers, but difficult for wearers, 

M019 :  AllinOne Pyjamas with Short Sleeves
This all-in-one top and bottom sleepsuit is a short sleeve version of 
M140. It has all the same features, including the long 28" (71cm) zip 
for modesty and PEG or PEJ feeding option. The stretchy cotton 
interlock fabric gives flexibility to move around, reduces perspiration 
and controls body temperature all year round. Suitable for those with 
Alzheimer's and other types of dementia where there’s a tendency 
to try and inappropriately disrobe.
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All in one pyjamas- long & short sleeves

Aqua, 
Blue, 
Pink, 
Lemon

Colours :

Petite
S
M
L 
XL

Sizes :

to access. This helps maintain continence hygiene, prevent infection and is 
helpful for those prone to picking, pad shredding and smearing behaviour. 
What's more, it can be modified for PEG or PEJ feeding.
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M003 :  Open Back Night gown
This nightgown offers all the same features as M001, but is made with soft 
cotton interlock material. It too has the large over-lapping absorbent flap, the 
well-placed poppers to help with blood pressure monitoring, taking blood 
samples, toileting and personal care, as well as the wide neckline and loose 
fitting raglan sleeves, so it can be slipped on and off without lifting arms or 
causing any discomfort.

Open Back Night Gown

Aqua, Pink,
Blue, Lemon

Colours :

S/M, L/XL,
XXL

Sizes :

NIGHT WEAR CONTINUED...

LADIES WEAR
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M042 :  PullOn Open Back/Front Skirt
This adapted skirt has an overlapping section for easy access and it can be 
worn either at the back or the front, depending on the wearer’s needs. Worn as 
an open back skirt, it can be parted for discreet toileting and hygiene, giving 
ladies maximum coverage, while keeping them dry. Worn as an open front skirt, 
it gives ladies the comfort of a fuller, looser fitting skirt and is helpful for those 
who remain seated for long periods of time. It also allows easy access for 
medical treatments and personal care. What’s more, it has an elasticated waist, 
so it can be slipped on and off with ease by the wearer or carer.

Black Swirl, Denise,
Red Squiggle 

Styles :

S/M, L/XLSizes :

Waist 71 106 cm
Length 71 cm

Adaptive Skirt
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Adaptive Blouse 

Soft and lightweight, it can be slipped on and off easily by the carer with minimal disturbance or 
discomfort for the wearer. With its completely opening back, it is easy to put on and attach the 
poppers on each shoulder without raising arms.The fabric closes on one another to cover the 
whole back providing comfort and dignity. It gives full coverage for the wearer and looks like a 
traditional top at first glance. 

Additionally, the fuller arm design means it can be removed without too much bending of the 
arms or lifting them above the head. A huge benefit for the elderly or those suffering from 
restrictive conditions such as Cerebral Palsy, Muscular Dystrophy, Stroke or Multiple Sclerosis.

Style 020

Style 001 Style 010

Style 002S, M, LSizes :

M043:  AllinOpen Back Adaptive Blouse

Ladies AllinOne Open Blouse Daywear H021
Women's All-in-One Daywear Jumpsuit - a comfortable and fashionable 
solution for ladies with Alzheimer's and dementia. This jumpsuit has a discreet 
back fastening and an elastic waist that creates the illusion of trousers and a 
blouse. It prevents inappropriate disrobing and is suitable for those prone to 
picking, pad shredding, and smearing behavior. 

Made from easy-care stretch fabrics, this machine-washable jumpsuit offers 
comfort and dignity, eliminating the need for ironing. Explore our women's 
adaptive nightwear range for similar designs.

Small, medium, large
Sizes :

All-in-One Open Blouse

Floral
Style :
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Women's AllinOne Jumpsuit (4130)
Women’s jumpsuit with short sleeves and short legs.
Comes with an extra strong back zipper closure. Made with beautiful fashionable 
printed cotton, a premium quality fabric that is soft and long lasting. Made to 
withstand multiple washes. Looks and feels like casual pyjamas. Available in two 
designs.
Quality fabric: 100% cotton, 190 grams/m²
This is a women's jumpsuit with long sleeves and long legs. The stylish collar 
makes the overall looks like beautiful pyjamas. The long back zipper is extra 
strong and ensures easy dressing. The overall prevents diaper removal and self-
undressing. Made from lovely and soft fabrics. 
Quality fabric: 100% cotton, 230 gr/m²

This ladies dressing jumpsuit with long sleeves and longs legs features dual 
zipper closure: one at the back and one at the crotch. Available in two 
fashionable and attractive patterns, it looks like casual pyjamas. The zipper at 
the crotch simplifies changing incontinence products while might preventing 
patient's access to them.
Quality fabric: 100% cotton, 190 gr/m²

Laundry Instructions: Wash at 60° degrees, do not bleach, and dry at a low setting, iron at a 
low setting.

DAY WEAR CONTINUED
All-in-One Jumpsuit

Colours :
Aqua, Blue
Pink, Lemon

Petite: Size 810
S/M: Size 1214 
L/XL: Size 1620

Sizes :
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Petite, S/M, 
L/XL, XXL. 

Sizes :

Made with easy-care stretch polyster, this pretty print top and  black trouser 
set is joined to make one grment and fastens at back. The long 28" (71cm) 
zip and tab and wearers, to access. Thi helps to maintain continence 
hygiene, prevent infection and is helpful for those prone to picking, pad 
shredding and smearing behavior. What's more, it can be modified for PEG or 
PEJ feeding.

M021 :  AllinOne Jumpsuit.

Jacquard

Geometric Slice

New Floral

Paisley

Royal FloralPatchwork Leaf 
Spot

Royal Paisley

Safari

Swirl

Squiggle

DAYWEAR CONTINUED

Women's AllinOne Combi Jumpsuit  Day Wear  (4131)
The Combi Hansop for Ladies is intended to be worn as outerwear. The 
Combi Hansop is worn as a whole; imitating the look of a blouse and 
trousers, but is actually in one piece. The Combi Hansop has been specially 
designed for people who are incontinent and who cannot stay away from their 
diapers during the day. 
In addition, it is also suitable for those who undress themselves at random. 
The Combi Hansop is enclosed with a zipper. The back zipper runs through 
to the neck and does not cause discomfort.

S,M, L, 
X,XXL

Sizes :

Jumpsuit
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Women's Polo Neck Shirt  Back Opening (4151)
Short and full sleeved classic polo style shirt top for women. The polo top has a 
full back opening with a button closure so it can be put on front to back 
eliminating the need to pull it over the head or lift arms. This adaptive clothing is 
best for women who suffer from stroke or have restricted arm movement. Very 
easy for the patient and the carer to put on.
Quality fabric: 50% cotton, 50% polyester, 240 grams

XS,S,M,L,
XL,2XL,3XL

Sizes :

Light Blue, Blue
Marine, Black, Red

Colours:

Women's Polo Shirt

Short and full sleeved classic polo style shirt top for women. The polo top has a 
full back opening with a button closure so it can be put on front to back 
eliminating the need to pull it over the head or lift arms. This adaptive clothing is 
best for women who suffer from stroke or have restricted arm movement. Very 
easy for the patient and the carer to put on.
Quality fabric: 50% cotton, 50% polyester, 240 grams

XS,S,M,L,XL,
2XL,3XL

Sizes :

Light Blue, 
Marine, Red

Colours:
Short Sleeve
Long Sleeve

Styles:

Short Sleeve
Long Sleeve

Styles:

DAYWEAR CONTINUED

Women's Polo Shirt Full Side Zip (4152)
Short sleeved classic polo shirt for ladies. This adaptive clothing is designed 
with a full side zip closure that makes it very easy to put on the shirt. This polo 
style shirt is best for patients who display resistance behaviour and have 
dressing problems. The hidden zipper causes no skin abrasions and eliminates 
the need to lift arms for dressing.
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Adaptive BraWhite (4112)

Over the head, 
Front Fastening

Styles :

Short Top, Long Top
Type :

95% cotton, 5% lycra
Fabric:

SHORT TOP/ OVER THE 
HEAD
Pull-on top without any 
closures. Must be put on over 
the head. 

UNDER SHIRT

Women's Undershirt White (4110/4111)
Shoulder Poppers
This ladies' undershirt with snap on buttons on both shoulders is designed 
especially for people who have difficulty in dressing and undressing. Press 
button do not put pressure on shoulders and allow the undershirt to be 
completely open from the top to make it easy to put on. 

Shoulder Poppers
Shoulder Poppers and Side Zip

Styles :

S, M, L, XL, XXL
Sizes :

Women's Undershirt

Shoulder Poppers and Side Zip
Ladies undershirt with snap on buttons on both shoulders and a side zipper 
closure which facilitate dressing and undressing. The side zipper opening allows 
the garment to be worn easily eliminating the need to lift the arms. The hidden 
zipper does not cause any rubbing or abrasions. Made with soft and comfortable 
cotton fabric.

LONG TOP/ OVER THE 
HEAD 
Pull-on long top without any 
closures. Must be put on over 
the head. 

Adaptive BraWhite (4112)
SHORT TOP/ FRONT 
FASTENING
Short top (bra) with front snap-
on button closure to facilitate 
dressing, especially for people 
with paresis and contractures. 

LONG TOP BUTTONS 
CLOSURE 
Long top (bra) with front press 
button closure. Makes dressing 
very easy, especially for people 
with paresis and contractures. 
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M022 :  B Warm Embroidered Jacket

Pink, Blue, Navy
Stone, Royal Blue 

Colours :

Petite, S/M, L/XL
Sizes :

Pink, Blue, Navy
Stone, Royal Blue 

Colours :
Pink, Blue, Navy
Stone, Royal Blue 

Colours :

Petite, S/M, L/XL
Sizes :

This lightweight, micro fleece jacket can be put on or taken off easily without 
causing any disturbance or discomfort. The fuller sleeves mean less bending of 
the arms or lifting them above the head. It also has popper fastenings that can 
be easily released for medical treatments such as blood tests or blood pressure 
monitoring. What’s more, it’s suitable for wheelchair users and those confined to 
a sitting position or in bed.

Warm Embroidered Jacket / Winter coat / Fleece
WINTER WEAR

Winter Coat Unisex (4370)

M, L, XL,2XL
Sizes :

Set 1, Set 2, Set 3, 
Set 4, Set 5, Set 6 

Style :

Standard winter coat for Men and Women This coat can only be ordered in the 
standard version, colours and fleece lining. On the front there is a long zipper 
which can be fully opened and has a Velcro closure on the back. The sleeves 
have wind catchers. This coat can be dressed from front to back, so it is no 
longer necessary to lift the arms.

Women's Cape Fleece (4170)

Summer Edition
Winter Edition

Sizes :
Blue, Marine
Red, Burgundy

Colours:

Cape fleece with one length sizes up to knee . With shawl collar 
and no sleeves. Available in summer or winter version. The 
summer version has one layer of fleece, the winter version has 
two layers of fleece. Top quality materials made. Suitable for 
people who suffer from restricted arm movement, contractures or 
must remain seated. Easy and quick to put over the head.
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Pink, Blue, Navy
Stone, Royal Blue 

Colours :

Petite, S/M, L/XL
Sizes :

Easy-Care Knee Rug Fleece - M023
WINTER WEAR CONTINUED

Petite, S/M, L/XL
Sizes :

Grey ,Aqua 
Colours :

B Warm Lap Blanket and Cardigan - M116

M022 :  B Warm Embroidered Jacket
Introducing our B Warm Lap Blanket and Cardigan - the perfect micro 
fleece two piece for maintaining dignity while keeping warm from top-to-
toe. Designed with an adaptive design, users can pop both pieces 
together for added warmth or easily separate them into two. The 
lightweight lap blanket features snap-close poppers that attach to the 
cardigan, ensuring it stays neatly on the lap without slipping off onto the 
floor. 

The cardigan, with soft and lightweight material, has fuller sleeves that minimize the need for too 
much bending or lifting of arms, making it easy to put on and take off. Quick-release fastenings 
are also well-placed for medical treatments. Ideal for those who sit for long periods, wheelchair 
users or those who feel the cold more, our B Warm Lap Blanket and Cardigan offers flexibility 
and warmth for everyday comfort and care.

EasyCare Knee Rug Fleece  M023
This lightweight, micro fleece jacket can be put on or taken off easily without 
causing any disturbance or discomfort. The fuller sleeves mean less bending of 
the arms or lifting them above the head. It also has popper fastenings that can 
be easily released for medical treatments such as blood tests or blood pressure 
monitoring. What’s more, it’s suitable for wheelchair users and those confined to 
a sitting position or in bed.
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High Durability and Ripresistant With Zip Up The BackSnap Close (4324)

XS,S,M,L,XL,
2XL, 3XL

Sizes :

Long Sleeves, 
Short Sleeves,
Sleeveless 

Style:

Rip-resistant bodysuit with full sleeves and long legs, short sleeves and long 
legs,  sleeveless and long legs. It has a strong back zipper closure to prevent 
self-undressing and removal of diapers. Made from top quality strong materials, 
the jumpsuit has inside seams that are completely reinforced by special tape. It is 
designed for people who suffer from impulsive behaviour and aggression. 
Strong fabric and stitching provides resistance against stretching, pulling and 
ripping. The back zipper may either have a press button with cover or might have 
ring closure (lock not included), which makes it more difficult for the patient to 
open.
Quality fabric: 67% polyester, 33% cotton, 240 grams

UNISEX
Bodysuit

High Durability and Ripresistant with Short Trousers and Zip Up The BackRing Close and Snap 
Close (4325)

Zip Up The Back-Ring Close
Rip-resistant bodysuit with short sleeves and short legs with a zipper-back. Made 
from very high quality strong fabric, the inside seams are completely reinforced 
with special tape. It helps to prevent picking, smearing and removing diapers. 
This overall is for all kinds of people with physical aggression and impulsive 
behaviour. Strong back zipper may either have an extra press button cover or a 
ring closure (lock not included), which makes it more difficult to open.
Zip Up The Back-Snap Close
Rip-resistant bodysuit with short sleeves and short legs with a zipper-back. Made 
from very high quality strong fabric, the inside seams are completely reinforced 
with special tape. It helps to prevent picking, smearing and removing diapers. 
This overall is for all kinds of people with physical aggression and impulsive 
behaviour. Strong back zipper may either have an extra press button cover or a 
ring closure (lock not included), which makes it more difficult to open.

Blue, Marine,Green
Red, Burgundy 

Colours :

Short Sleeves
Sleeveless

Style

Back ring close Snapclose
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Sleeveless With a Zip up The Back (4322)

Short Trouser Legs
Long Trouser Legs 

Style :

Colours :
White, Marine, Black, Lavender

XS, S, M
L,XL,2XL,3XL

Sizes :

Sleeveless with short leg or long legs bodysuit with back zipper closure prevents 
self-undressing, picking and smearing.It is made with premium quality 
breathable cotton that can sustain multiple-washes. 
The long zipper at the back prevents patient's access to incontinence products 
and does not pull when lying down.
The crotch is reinforced. Crotch is reinforced by special tape and allows extra 
space for diapers. It is made of hard-wearing fabric that can be washed over and 
over.
Quality fabric: 100% cotton, 210 grams

UNISEX CONTINUED...
Bodysuit

Sleeveless With No Leggings (4321)

Crotch only
Shoulders and Crotch

Colours :
White, Marine, 
Black, Lavender

Style :
XS, S, M, L,
XL,2XL,3XL

Sizes :

CROTCH ONLY
Sleeveless bodysuit with snap-button closure at the crotch prevents bare back 
and doesn’t roll up when moving around in bed. It is perfect for preventing 
damage to soft skin and does not cause bedsores.
Snap-on press buttons in the crotch make it easy to change diapers and 
incontinence products. Made with top quality materials that can sustain high 
temperature washing.

SHOULDERS AND CROTCH
Sleeveless bodysuit with snap-button closure at the crotch prevents bare back 
and doesn’t roll up when moving around in bed. It is perfect for preventing 
damage to soft skin and does not cause bedsores. Snap-on press buttons in the 
crotch make it easy to change diapers and incontinence products. Made with top 
quality materials that can sustain high temperature washing.

Crotch only

Shoulders and 
Crotch
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Sleeveless with short leggings and zips up back and across crotch (4320)
Sleeveless bodysuit with short legs and back zipper closure. It has an extra 
zipper stitched at the crotch to make it very easy to change diapers and 
incontinence products. The bodysuit can be pulled down from the head or pulled 
up from the legs. It is the perfect attire for dementia patients.

White, Marine
Lavender, Black 

Colours :

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
Sizes :

Bodysuit

UNISEX CONTINUED...

JumpsuitLight Blue: Front Zip (4331)
Long Sleeves and Long Leggings
This is a long sleeved full-length footless Tricot Jumpsuit, with an extra strong 
front zipper closure, that is specially made for people who use incontinence 
products. Made with good quality soft cotton material which will keep the patient 
warm too.

Blue Colours :

XS, S, M, L, 
XL, 2XL, 3XL

Sizes :

Short Sleeves and Short Leggings
This is a long sleeved full-length footless Tricot Jumpsuit, with an extra strong 
front zipper closure, that is specially made for people who use incontinence 
products. Made with good quality soft cotton material which will keep the patient 
warm too.

Quality fabric: 
100% cotton, 
230 grams

Long Sleeves Leggings  Zip Up The Back  Optional Zip In The Crotch (4332)

Light,Blue,Blue,Marine,
Light Green,Green, 
Forest Green,Burgundy

Colours :

XS, S, M, L, XL,2XL, 3XL
Sizes:

This is a long sleeved full-length footless Tricot Jumpsuit, with an extra strong 
back zipper closure, that is specially made for people who use incontinence 
products. Thanks to this jumpsuit, it prevents Alzheimer's and dementia patients 
from undressing and removing the incontinence products without assistance. 
Made with good quality soft cotton material which will keep the patient warm too.
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Short Sleeves and leggings with a zip up the back (4333)

Sizes :

Light Blue,Blue, Marine, Light Green
Green, Forest Green, Burgundy 

Colours :

Short sleeved jersey jumpsuit with short legs and a strong back zipper closure. 
Made from top quality breathable cotton, it is the perfect to prevent pulling off the 
diapers, self-undressing, and destroying incontinence products. Suitable for 
warm days.

XS, S, M, L, XL,2XL, 3XL

Underpants

UNISEX CONTINUED...

Underpants with Front Button ClosureWhite (4213)

Sizes :
XS, S, M, L, 
XL,2XL, 3XL

White
Colour:Slip with press buttons front closure. Designed especially for 

people who have difficulty in dressing and undressing. Makes it 
very easy to put on or take off.
Quality fabric: 100% cotton

 Adult Rain Caper with Hood One Size (4380)

Sizes :
XS, S, M, L, 
XL,2XL, 3XL

Navy,Red
Colour:

Adult's rain cape with hood. The front has a 1/3 zip and Velcro strap covering the zip. On front is 
a special pocket with Velcro closure covered by reflection stripe. Long sleeves with Velcro on the 
end to adjust the width of the sleeves. 

On the bottom side are two stripes with Velcro to make sure it clings to the legs to suit rainy or 
windy conditions. Cape and the seams are windproof and waterproof. Especially for people who 
must remain seated most of the time. 
Quality fabric : 100% nylon

Bodysuit

Rain Caper
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NOTES
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LADIES WEAR


